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ABBREVIATIONS
BH

Benjamini-Hochberg

cRNA

complementary RNA

EMT

epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition

E-Wnt

epithelial cells

FA

folic acid

FBS

fetal bovine serum

FDA

U.S. Food and Drug Administration

FDR

false discovery rate

GEO

gene expression omnibus

GO

gene ontology

INF

interferon

IPA

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis

ln

natural logarithm

metM-Wntliver metastatic mesenchymal cells from liver metastases
MMTV

mouse mammary tumor virus

M-Wnt

mesenchymal cells

NIH3T3

mouse fibroblast cells

SCID

severe combined immunodeficient

STAT

signal transducer and activator of transcription

TNBC

triple-negative breast cancer
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HIGHLIGHTS
•

Folic acid withdrawal alters gene expression in mouse mammary cancer cell lines

•

Changes are most pronounced in non-metastatic mesenchymal cells

•

Interferon signaling pathway genes are upregulated by folic acid withdrawal

•

Reactivation of the type I interferon pathway may have clinical utility
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ABSTRACT
We have previously shown that withdrawal of folic acid led to metabolic reprogramming and a
less aggressive phenotype in a mouse cell model of triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).
Herein, we evaluate the effects of folic acid withdrawal on transcriptomic profiles in these cells.
Murine cell lines were originally derived from a pool of spontaneous mammary tumors grown in
MMTV-Wnt1 transgenic mice. Based on their differential molecular characteristics and
metastatic potential, these cell lines were previously characterized as non-metastatic epithelial
(E-Wnt), non-metastatic mesenchymal (M-Wnt) and metastatic mesenchymal (metM-Wntliver)
cells. Using custom two-color 180K Agilent microarrays, we have determined gene expression
profiles for three biological replicates of each subtype kept on standard medium (2.2 µM folic
acid) or folic acid-free medium for 72 hours. The analyses revealed that more genes were
differentially expressed upon folic acid withdrawal in M-Wnt cells (1884 genes; BenjaminiHochberg-adjusted P-value <0.05) compared to E-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells (108 and 222
genes, respectively). Pathway analysis has identified that type I interferon signaling was strongly
affected by folic acid withdrawal, with interferon-responsive genes consistently being
upregulated upon folic acid withdrawal in M-Wnt cells. Of note, repressed interferon signaling
has been established as one of the characteristics of aggressive human TNBC, and hence
reactivation of this pathway may be a promising therapeutic approach. Overall, while our study
indicates that the response to folic acid withdrawal varies by molecular subtype and cellular
phenotype, it also underscores the necessity to further investigate one-carbon metabolism as a
potential therapeutic means in the treatment of advanced TNBC.
KEYWORDS: folic acid, triple-negative breast cancer, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition,
interferon signaling, metastasis, transcriptomics.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cancer metastasis is the most common cause of cancer-related death [1-3]. Metastasis is a
complex multi-step process, with cells undergoing metabolic reprograming to support their
energetic, biosynthetic, and redox needs at various stages of metastasis [4-6]. During invasion,
metabolic adaptation also enables cancer cells to survive in nutrient-limited environments [5, 6].
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT), a process where epithelial cancer cells acquire
mesenchymal features, plays an important role in cancer cell invasion and metastasis [6, 7]. EMT
is regulated by several transcription factors, which control, among others, numerous metabolic
genes [5, 6].
One of the key metabolic branches in the cell is the network of folate-dependent
biochemical pathways. Folate (vitamin B9) functions as a coenzyme in numerous reactions of
one-carbon transfer, which are involved in nucleotide biosynthesis, amino acid metabolism,
redox homeostasis, and epigenetic regulation [8-10]. Since humans cannot synthesize folate,
folate metabolism is regulated to a significant extent by dietary intake of the vitamin. Low folate
intake or status has been associated with an increased risk of certain diseases, most notably
neural tube defects [10-12], but also particular forms of cancer [13, 14]. In 1996, the U.S. Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) approved mandatory fortification of several types of grain foods
in the US with folic acid, a synthetic form of the vitamin, to prevent neural tube defects [15].
Replenishing the intracellular folate pool by the intake of exogenous folates, such as folic
acid, is especially important for rapidly dividing cells, including cancer cells. Ample preclinical
evidence links cellular replication to folate availability [16-23]. Such a link raised the concern
that excessive consumption of dietary folate or folic acid may promote the progression of
neoplastic lesions and increase the risk of malignancies and cancer-related death [11, 24-26]. In
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support of such concern, animal studies have demonstrated that high intake of folic acid
promotes the progression of established tumors [27-31]. A similar conclusion has been drawn
based on the observed association between serum folate levels and proliferation of cancer cells in
men with prostate cancer [32]. Of note, while additional studies support this conclusion [33],
other studies have shown inverse associations between dietary folate and tumor development
[34]. Nevertheless, the possibility that excessive intake of folates might promote development of
malignancies should not be ignored [13, 35, 36].
The role of folate in cancer metastasis is even less clear and the literature on this subject
is limited and somewhat controversial. Low extracellular folate is associated with altered
expression of genes involved in cell adhesion, migration and invasion [37-39] indicating that the
vitamin might play a role in the mechanism of metastasis. Of note, the positive association
between folic acid supplementation and the migratory ability of cancer cells, as well as the
inhibitory effects of antifolates on cell migration, have been demonstrated [40-42]. In further
support of the role of folate metabolism in metastasis, metastasizing melanomas have been
shown to have increased dependence on NADPH-generating folate pathways [43]. Also,
antifolate pemetrexed has been approved by the FDA for the treatment of advanced or metastatic
non-small cell lung cancer [44-46]. Several studies, however, suggested that folate
supplementation would inhibit rather than promote metastasis. For example, a recent report has
demonstrated that in cultured cells folate deficiency causes the elevation of reactive oxygen
species, which leads to the suppression of proliferation, but at the same time enhances metastatic
potential [47]. In agreement with these findings, folate deficiency promoted metastasis in a
xenograft mouse model [47]. In another study, folate deprivation enhanced invasiveness of colon
cancer cells through the activation of sonic hedgehog and NF-κB signaling [48]. Inhibitory
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effects of folic acid on metastasis and proliferation have been also linked to the activation of the
folate receptor-ERK1/2-TSLC1 signaling pathway [49]. Contrary to these studies, we have
previously reported that folate deprivation inhibits migration and invasion of cultured cancer
cells and decreases tumor growth and metastasis in a mouse model [28, 42, 50].
In a recent study, we have shown that folic acid restriction led to metabolic
reprogramming and a less aggressive phenotype in cultured murine triple-negative breast cancer
(TNBC) cells [50]. Specifically, cells kept on folic acid-free medium displayed reduced
migration and had weaker invasion potential [50]. Interestingly, effects of folic acid withdrawal
were more profound in more tumorigenic mesenchymal cells than in epithelial cells [50]. To
obtain insight into potential mechanisms related to folate restriction, in the present study we have
evaluated transcriptomic profiles in three mouse TNBC cell lines grown in medium with or
without folic acid.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Cell lines
Epithelial (E-Wnt) and mesenchymal (M-Wnt) cells were each derived from the same pool of
mammary tumors from mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV)-Wnt-1 transgenic mice [50, 51].
Spontaneous mammary tumors were excised, dissected and mechanically dissociated, and viable
cells were plated [51]. Based on morphology, specific clones with epithelial and mesenchymal
properties were selected, further characterized and eventually denoted as E-Wnt and M-Wnt
cells, respectively [51]. Metastatic metM-Wntliver cells were derived from a liver metastasis
following orthotopic transplant of M-Wnt cells in severe combined immunodeficient (SCID)
mice [50, 52]. All cell lines were tested for species verification, karyotyping, and genomic
7

instability and were authenticated by the Molecular Cytogenetics Core facility at the University
of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center (Houston, TX).

2.2 Cell culture experiments
E-Wnt, M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells were cultured in 10-cm plates for 72 hours using either
standard RPMI 1640 medium (containing 2.2 µM folic acid) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
or RPMI 1640 medium without folic acid with dialyzed FBS. Media were purchased from
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA and FBS came from Atlanta Biologicals (Flowery Branch, GA).

2.3 RNA isolation and microarrays
Total RNA was extracted from three samples (biological replicates) per cellular subtype using
the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). Complementary RNA (cRNA) was generated
using a Low Input Quick Amp labeling kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) with NIH3T3 cells as
reference RNA. Gene expression microarrays were processed by the Lineberger Comprehensive
Cancer Center Genomics Core (University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC) as previously
described [51, 52]. A total of 18 samples were hybridized to custom two-color 180K Agilent
microarrays (BARCODE25503) and scanned using an Agilent Technologies Scanner G2505C
with Feature Extraction software (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA). Microarray data were submitted to
the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) repository with number GSE148738.
2.4 Microarray data analysis
Gene expression data were processed and analyzed using the limma package (3.38.3) [53] in R
(version 3.5.0). Background correction, within-array normalization using global loess
normalization, and between-array quantile normalization were performed before further
8

processing of the data. Positive (n=4254) and negative (n=594) control probes were filtered from
the dataset. Probes with a low intensity (< the average signal of 75% of the negative control
probes) were excluded from further analyses. The ‘avereps’ function was used to condense the
dataset by taking the average of replicate probes, resulting in a final dataset consisting of 78,555
probes used for downstream analyses. The probes were annotated based on the annotation file
available through GEO (platform GPL23453). Differentially expressed probes were identified
across the cellular subtypes and between folic acid withdrawal and control conditions within
each subtype [54]. P-values were corrected for multiple testing by using the BenjaminiHochberg (BH) approach [55]. BH-adjusted P-values <0.05 were considered statistically
significant. Pathway analyses and upstream regulatory analyses were conducted using Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis (IPA) software (Qiagen Bioinformatics, Aarhus, Denmark). Additional gene
ontology was determined using Enrichr [56, 57]. Integrative pathway analyses based on gene
expression data as well as our previously reported metabolite data [50] were performed using the
joined pathway module in MetaboAnalyst [58]. For each of the cellular subtypes, the top 100
probes (based on lowest P-values) were analyzed together with the metabolites that were altered
upon folic acid withdrawal (n=12 for E-Wnt, n=29 for M-Wnt and n=25 for metM-Wntliver) [50].
Hypergeometric testing was applied for the pathway overrepresentation analyses (with
corresponding natural log P-values) and pathway topology analyses (based on degree centrality)
were quantified using pathway impact values.
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3. RESULTS
3.1 Effects of folic acid withdrawal on transcriptomic profiles in mouse TNBC cell lines
We have previously demonstrated that folic acid withdrawal suppresses proliferation and
motility, while promoting metabolic reprogramming, in E-Wnt, M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells
[50]. Herein, we have determined the transcriptional response of these cells following
withdrawal of folic acid. Based on the top 500 probes with most variable gene expression, the
epithelial cells (E-Wnt) showed expression profiles distinct from the mesenchymal cells (M-Wnt
and metM-Wntliver). Additionally, the M-Wnt cells clustered according to the presence or
absence of folic acid in the culture medium (Figure 1A).
Upon folic acid withdrawal, differential expression was found for 108, 1884 and 222
genes in the E-Wnt, M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells, respectively (BH-adjusted P-value <0.05)
(Figure 1B). For four genes (Egr2, Oasl1, Rsad2 and Khdrbs3), differential expression upon
folic acid withdrawal was found in all cellular subtypes (Figure 1C). The direction of gene
expression changes, however, differed. Expression of Egr2 and Khdrbs3 was upregulated after
folic acid withdrawal in M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells and downregulated in E-Wnt cells. For
Oasl1 and Rsad2, expression was downregulated in the E-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells and
upregulated in the M-Wnt cells. Further exploration of the Venn diagram showed that the
majority of the differentially expressed genes was unique for one of the respective cellular
subtypes, with some additional overlap (n=92 overlapping genes) found for the M-Wnt and
metM-Wntliver cells. These overlapping genes were enriched for the type I interferon signaling
pathway (Gene Ontology Biological Process 2018: GO 0060337, q-value 2.8E-09). Based on
Volcano plots, it was confirmed that the most pronounced effects on gene expression profiles (in
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terms of both fold changes and statistical significance) were found for M-Wnt cells as compared
to the two other subtypes (Figures 1D-F).
3.2 Expression of interferon signaling genes was differentially regulated upon folic acid
withdrawal
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis revealed that the affected pathways upon folic acid withdrawal
(compared to control conditions) in M-Wnt cells were predominantly related to (innate) immune
responses, and inflammation (Figure 2A). Lipopolysaccharide and various interferon-related
factors, such as Irf7, Ifna2, Ifnl1, Irf3 were identified as potential upstream regulators responsible
for the observed differences in gene expression upon folic acid withdrawal in the M-Wnt cells
(Table 1). All of these pathways and upstream regulators were predicted to be activated,
indicating activation of type I interferon signaling, in response to folic acid withdrawal in the MWnt cells.
For the E-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells, pathway analyses also indicated that expression
of genes involved in immune and inflammatory responses as well as cell death regulation was
affected by folic acid withdrawal (Figure 2A). For the immune-, and specifically interferonrelated pathways, the activation patterns upon folic acid withdrawal were largely opposite to the
effects observed for M-Wnt cells. Further exploration of the transcriptomic data for several
individual genes (Irf7, Irf9, Stat1, Stat2) involved in these pathways demonstrated that M-Wnt
cells already had lower expression of these genes under control conditions as compared to E-Wnt
and metM-Wntliver cells (Figure 2B). Expression of these genes, however, was consistently
upregulated upon folic acid withdrawal in M-Wnt cells, whereas it was unchanged or
downregulated in E-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells, respectively (Figure 2C). To further explore
the observation that expression of interferon-related genes was repressed in mesenchymal cells
11

and might be restored by folic acid withdrawal, we examined a previously established interferonresponsive gene signature [59]. The gene signature showed that expression of the majority of the
interferon-responsive genes was suppressed in M-Wnt cells compared to E-Wnt and metMWntliver cells. M-Wnt cells cultured in folic acid-free medium showed profound recovery of
interferon-responsive gene expression, with log2 fold changes up to 4.8 (Figure 3).

3.3 Folic acid withdrawal did not substantially affect expression of markers for epithelialto-mesenchymal transition in mouse TNBC cell lines
EMT has long been viewed as an important step in the acquisition of invasive and metastatic
traits in a variety of cancer types [60]. In the present study, we observed that under control
conditions (folic acid-competent medium), the epithelial marker E-cadherin (Cdh1) was strongly
expressed in epithelial (E-Wnt) cells (Figure 4A), which is in line with previously reported
findings in these cell lines [51]. The mesenchymal markers vimentin (Vim) and fibronectin (Fn1)
showed higher expression in the mesenchymal (M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver) cells as compared to
the epithelial cells. Also transforming growth factor beta 1 (Tgfb1) and the zinc-finger E-boxbinding homeobox factors (Zeb1 and Zeb2) as well as the basic helix-loop-helix factors (Twist1
and Twist2), involved in induction of EMT, were predominantly expressed in the mesenchymal
cells. The subtype-specific patterns were less pronounced for the mesenchymal marker Ncadherin (Cdh2), which showed low expression in all cells (relative to the reference NIH3T3
cells). Withdrawal of folic acid from the medium did not result in substantial expression changes
for this panel of EMT-related genes (BH-adjusted P-value > 0.05 and log2 fold changes <1)
(Figure 4B).
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3.4 Integrative pathway analyses
We have also performed an explorative joint pathway analysis [58], which allowed the
integration of transcriptomic data with our previous data on metabolite profiling [50]. This
analysis indicated that diverse metabolic pathways were affected by folic acid withdrawal
(Figure 5). Based on a false-discovery rate (FDR) P-value <0.05, 1, 37 and 19 pathways were
identified for E-Wnt, M-Wnt, and metM-Wntliver cells, respectively. The only pathway identified
in E-Wnt cells, pantothenate and CoA biosynthesis, was also among the identified pathways in
the M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells (Supplementary Table 1). All pathways identified in metMWntliver cells were also found for M-Wnt cells, with the exception of pyruvate metabolism and
amino sugar and nucleotide sugar metabolism (Supplementary Table 1). Interestingly,
pathways uniquely found in M-Wnt cells and not matched with metabolites, were relevant to
host response to pathogens, with all identified pathways having links to interferon signaling
(Supplementary Table 1). It should be noted that in the present study the application of this
approach is rather exploratory due to the limited number of metabolites (n=41) available from
our previously published study [50].

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Folate is known to play an important role in human health and disease due to its participation in
diverse metabolic pathways as well as in the regulation of methylation reactions. Pleiotropic
effects of folate in cancer cells have been linked to migratory capacity and invasiveness; though
effects may differ by cancer type, stage and molecular subtype [50, 61, 62]. We have previously
shown that folic acid withdrawal resulted in metabolic and bioenergetic changes indicative of a
less proliferative as well as less migratory phenotype in mouse TNBC cell lines [50]. Here we
13

report that transcriptomic profiles of mouse TNBC cell lines possessing a mesenchymal
phenotype were more responsive to withdrawal of folic acid than TNBC cells with an epithelial
phenotype. These findings are in agreement with our previous work showing that effects on
metabolite levels in response to folic acid withdrawal were generally stronger in mesenchymal
than epithelial TNBC cells [50]. The transcriptomic effects were also less pronounced in cells
derived from liver metastases compared to the parental mesenchymal cell line.
Mesenchymal cells with characteristic traits acquired during EMT are considered crucial
for malignant progression of many cancer types including TNBC [63, 64]. We studied the effects
of folic acid withdrawal across EMT states in mouse TNBC cell lines that share the same genetic
background, but differ in terms of molecular characteristics and metastatic potential in addition
to cellular phenotype [51, 52]. We observed that expression of a panel of genes directly involved
in EMT did not substantially change upon folic acid withdrawal in any of the TNBC subtypes.
Rather, we identified interferon signaling as one of the top pathways affected by folic acid
withdrawal in M-Wnt cells. Of note, three out of four genes (Egr2, Oasl1 and Rsad2) affected by
folic acid withdrawal in all three studied cell lines are relevant to interferon pathways and
immunity. Interestingly, it has been reported that human TNBC cells are characterized by
repressed interferon signaling; the phenomenon specific for TNBC cells with mesenchymal, in
contrast to epithelial, morphology [59]. Treatment of mesenchymal TNBC cells with interferonβ repressed mesenchymal properties and inhibited migration [59]. Remarkably, the reported
change in the expression pattern of interferon signaling pathway genes in response to the
sustained interferon-β exposure [59] was almost identical to such a pattern in M-Wnt cells in
response to folic acid withdrawal in our study. Furthermore, exploratory joint pathway analysis,
based on our transcriptomic and metabolite data, identified several pathways linked to interferon
14

signaling in M-Wnt cells only. The top pathway from this analysis was JAK-STAT signaling,
which has a role in both breast cancer etiology and interferon response [65, 66]. Another
pathway in the list, NOD-like receptor signaling, has been linked to the STAT-JAK pathway as
well as to interferon signaling [67]. Additional pathways identified for M-Wnt cells were hostpathogen interactions and thus also directly relevant to interferon signaling.
The putative link between folate metabolism and interferon signaling as well as other
indicators of (innate) immune responses have been described before in cell culture as well as in
animal and human studies. High-dose folic acid supplementation or high circulating levels of
folic acid in healthy young individuals as well as in obese post-menopausal women were
associated with reduced numbers and cytotoxicity of natural killer cells and altered expression
profiles of cytokines [68, 69]. Exposure of human colonic cell lines to increasing doses of folic
acid resulted in altered expression of inflammatory mediators, with effects differing for nonmalignant and malignant cell lines [70]. The relationship between high folic acid intake and
reduced natural killer cell cytotoxicity was also confirmed in murine studies and was, at least
partially, attributed to reduced interleukin (IL)-10 production with excess folic acid [71]. Our
observation that folic acid withdrawal might reactivate interferon signaling in mesenchymal
TNBC cells is of particular interest from a clinical perspective since such reactivation has been
considered a promising therapeutic target [59, 72, 73]. TNBC cells characterized by active INF /
STAT signaling are viewed as ‘hot’ tumors that show prognostic benefits over TNBC subtypes
with immune-repressed traits (‘cold’ tumors) [72, 74, 75]. Transformation of TNBC from ‘cold’
to ‘hot’ tumors, may therefore provide a window of opportunity for targeted and immune-based
therapies [72].
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Towards this end, our data suggest that folate restriction might contribute to such
therapeutically beneficial transformation. Therefore, traditional chemotherapeutics targeting
folate metabolism could be a possible (additional) treatment option for specific TNBC subtypes.
Indeed, methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil in combination with cyclophosphamide have been
commonly used for the treatment of TNBC [76, 77]. The new generation antifolate pemetrexed
has been in clinical trials for the treatment of advanced breast cancer as well [78]. In general, the
drug has shown strong activity with acceptable toxicities for treatment of metastatic breast
cancer patients [79]. Yet, resistance to antifolates is a common phenomenon making them
largely ineffective in cancer treatment. Multiple mechanisms underlie the development of
antifolate resistance, including activation of the drug efflux processes [80]. For tumors relaying
on this mechanism, folate restriction removes the need to accumulate drugs in the cell and could
directly disable important biosynthetic pathways by depriving cancer cells of important
metabolites rather than by inhibiting corresponding enzymes. Moreover, antifolates might not be
active in cells with sufficient levels of reduced folate to outcompete the action of drugs, as
occurs under conditions of excess folate [11]. It should be expected that the response to folate
restriction will be cell-type specific and will be modulated depending on the gene signatures for
a specific cell type. For example, thymidylate synthase expression predicts poor response to
pemetrexed in patients with advanced breast cancer [81]. Likewise, our study supports
differential responses to folic acid restriction varying by EMT status, gene expression profiles
and metastatic potential.
These findings may thus provide a rationale to consider folate deprivation as a
therapeutic option for TNBC, potentially in combination with other treatment strategies.
Obviously, validation of our findings in human cell lines and cancer models is required and
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ultimately clinical studies are warranted. For example, safe limits of folate restriction as well as
its efficacy towards specific cancer subtypes needs to be established; this calls for adaptation of
personalized treatment strategies based on molecular subtype and folate status [75]. Importantly,
our study indicates a subtype-specific response to folic acid restriction. Perhaps the regulation of
interferon signaling in TNBC could be cell type-specific as well. In support of this possibility, it
has been shown that the interferon regulatory factor Irf7 was suppressed in tumor cells from a
bone metastasis in the 4T1.2 mouse model [82], while this gene was highly expressed in metMWntliver cells in our study. Interestingly, restoration of Irf7 expression or administration of
interferon-α1 led to reduced metastasis rates to the spine and femur in the 4T1.2 mouse model,
whereas the extent of metastasis to the lung was not reduced [82]. This finding suggests
additional, metastasis site-dependent, specificity of the interferon effect.
Overall, our findings suggest that folic acid withdrawal affects gene expression in a
mouse cell model of TNBC, with most pronounced effects in cells with a mesenchymal
phenotype. These cells revealed repressed expression of genes representing the interferon
signaling signature, and this effect was reversed upon folic acid withdrawal. Our research
provides novel leads for further studies focusing on folate deprivation as a potential strategy to
improve treatment responses, particularly in mesenchymal subtypes of TNBC.
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Figure 1: Analysis of transcriptomic data for three mouse TNBC cell lines grown in folic acidcompetent (control) or folic acid-free media (withdrawal). A) Multidimensional scaling plot
showing the distances between gene expression profiles for the individual samples according to
the cellular subtype and treatment based on the top-500 probes. Squares represent control
samples (grown in folic acid-competent medium); circles represent samples collected upon folic
acid withdrawal. B) Number of differentially expressed genes upon folic acid withdrawal relative
to control. BH-adjusted P-values < 0.05. C) Venn diagram showing the overlap between the
differentially expressed genes identified for the different subtypes. D-F) Volcano plots showing
the (-log10) P-values versus the differences (log2 fold change) in gene expression upon folic
acid withdrawal in E-Wnt, M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells, respectively. Dashed lines represent
the BH-adjusted P-value of 0.05 (horizontal) and fold changes of -2 / 2 (vertical). n=3 biological
replicates per group. FA; folic acid.
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Figure 2: Pathway analyses. A) The top-5 canonical pathways (identified through Ingenuity
Pathway Analysis) that were differentially regulated upon folic acid withdrawal in the E-Wnt,
M-Wnt or metM-Wntliver cells. The number of differentially expressed genes / the total number
of genes in the pathway are shown. A P-value <0.001 was applied as threshold for differential
expression. The predicted activation state of the pathways is reflected by + (activation, positive
z-score), - (inactivation, negative z-score), 0 (z-score = 0), or NA (activity pattern cannot be
assessed). B) Gene expression (mean ± SD) in the control condition (folic acid-competent
medium) relative to the common reference NIH3T3 cells according to the microarray data. In
case of multiple probes on the array the expression values were averaged. a = BH-adjusted
P<0.05 compared to E-Wnt; b = BH-adjusted P<0.05 compared to metM-Wntliver. C) Log2 fold
changes in gene expression upon withdrawal of folic acid from the medium (withdrawal versus
control conditions). *BH-adjusted P-value <0.05 for comparison folic acid withdrawal versus
control condition. Irf7 and Irf9 interferon regulatory factors; Stat1 and Stat2 signal transducer
and activator of transcription; Ifi35 interferon-induced protein 35.
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Figure 3: Expression profiles of interferon-responsive genes. Heatmap shows the expression
(relative to the common reference NIH3T3 cells) of interferon-responsive genes upon control
conditions (+) or folic acid withdrawal (-). A previously reported set of interferon-responsive
genes was considered [59]. Colors indicate the expression log2 ratios ranging from blue (-2, low
expression) to red (2, high expression) in the current experiment. In case of multiple probes per
gene, the average expression value was taken.

a

Indicates that the expression change upon folic

acid withdrawal in M-Wnt cells was statistically significant, b indicates that the expression
change upon folic acid withdrawal in metM-Wntliver cells was statistically significant (both BHadjusted P-value <0.05).
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Figure 4: Expression of EMT-related genes in E-Wnt, M-Wnt and metM-Wntliver cells. A) Gene
expression (mean ± SD) in the control condition (folic acid-competent medium) relative to the
common reference (NIH3T3 cells) according to the microarray data. In case of multiple probes
on the array the expression values were averaged. a = BH-adjusted P<0.05 compared to E-Wnt;
b = BH-adjusted P<0.05 compared to metM-Wntliver. B) Log2 fold changes in gene expression
upon withdrawal of folic acid from the medium (withdrawal versus control conditions; n=3
biological replicates per cellular subtype). Cdh1 E-cadherin; Cdh2 N-cadherin; Vim Vimentin;
Fn1 Fibronectin; Tgfb1 transforming growth factor beta 1; Zeb1 and Zeb2 zinc-finger E-boxbinding homeobox factors; Twist1 and Twist2 twist family bHLH transcription factors; ns not
significant when comparing folic acid withdrawal versus control conditions.
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Figure 5: Integrative pathway analyses for transcriptomic and metabolite data using
MetaboAnalyst [58]. The top 100 probes showing most pronounced effects of folic acid
withdrawal (based on lowest P-values) were analyzed together with the metabolites that were
previously reported to be affected by folic acid withdrawal in the E-Wnt (n=12), M-Wnt (n=29)
or metM-Wntliver (n=25) cells. Node colors represent -log (ln) P-values for hypergeometric
testing as presented on the Y-axis, whereas the X-axis reflects the impact values (with
corresponding node sizes) from pathway topology analyses. To clearly illustrate identified
pathways for each of the cellular subtypes, scales of the different panels vary.
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Table 1: The top-10 potential upstream regulators identified through IPA Upstream Regulator
Analysis
Top-10 regulators
E-Wnt cells
lipopolysaccharide
bicuculline
dalfampridine
GnRH-A
Fosl1
Igf1
Ifng
Pdgf bb
beta-estradiol
Creb1
M-Wnt cells
lipopolysaccharide
Mapk1
Irf7
Ifna2
Ifnl1
Tp53*
Pntp1
Trim24
Irf3
Interferon alpha
metM-Wntliver cells
Stat3
Prl
Irf7
Ifnb1
dexamethasone
Ifnl1
Ackr2
Mapk1
Stat6
Ifna2

Number of target
genes in dataset

Predicted activation
state

Activation zscore

P-value of
overlap

microbial component
chemical - endogenous
chemical drug
chemical reagent
transcription regulator
growth factor
cytokine
complex
chemical - endogenous
transcription regulator

27
7
7
7
7
13
21
11
24
13

Inhibited
Inhibited
Inhibited
Inhibited
Activated
Inhibited
Inhibited
Inhibited
Inhibited
Inhibited

-3.11
-2.57
-2.65
-2.61
2.18
-3.07
-2.01
-3.24
-2.63
-2.90

2.55E-10
1.09E-09
1.81E-09
7.54E-09
1.01E-08
1.72E-08
1.75E-08
2.88E-08
7.08E-08

microbial component
kinase
transcription regulator
cytokine
cytokine
transcription regulator
enzyme
transcription regulator
transcription regulator
group

192
60
39
46
26
187
20
28
41
66

Activated
Inhibited
Activated
Activated
Activated
Activated
Inhibited
Inhibited
Activated
Activated

6.62
-2.28
5.83
6.12
5.01
4.35
-4.35
-4.29
5.34
5.51

1.23E-13
1.60E-13
2.27E-13
1.57E-12
1.73E-12
1.85E-12
2.20E-12
2.74E-12
2.76E-12
6.18E-12

transcription regulator
cytokine
transcription regulator
cytokine
chemical drug
cytokine
G-protein coupled receptor
kinase
transcription regulator
cytokine

25
18
14
16
43
10
8
17
18
14

Activated
Inhibited
Inhibited
Inhibited
Activated
Inhibited
Activated
Activated
Activated
Inhibited

3.00
-2.52
-3.66
-2.77
2.11
-3.10
2.83
3.80
3.13
-3.18

2.85E-12
5.52E-12
4.94E-11
8.31E-10
8.55E-10
8.87E-10
1.04E-09
1.71E-09
3.59E-09
4.50E-09

Description

1.24E-07

The top-10 potential upstream regulators based on P-value of overlap in regulators with a z-score
of <-2 or >2 were considered. Predicted regulators that were flagged for potential bias were
excluded. * Trp53 is the mouse variant of the common (human) TP53 output obtained through
Ingenuity Pathway Analysis.
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